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Abstract
The purpose of this work is to study how the brain solves perceptual antinomies, induced by the watercolor
illusion in the color and in the figure–ground segregation domain, when they are present in different parts
of the same object. The watercolor illusion shows two main effects: a long-range coloration and an object–
hole effect across large enclosed areas (Pinna, 1987, 2005, 2008a, b; Pinna and Grossberg, 2005; Pinna
et al., 2001). This illusion strongly enhances the unilateral belongingness of the boundaries (Rubin, 1915)
determining grouping and figure–ground segregation more strongly than the well-known Gestalt principles.
Due to the watercolor illusion, both the figure and the background assume new properties becoming, re-
spectively, a bulging object and a hole both with a 3-D volumetric appearance (object–hole effect). When
the coloration and the object–hole effects induced by the watercolor illusion are opposite (antinomic) within
different portions of the same shape, some questions emerge: Do the antinomies split the shape in two parts
(a half shape appears as an object and the other half as a hole) or are they solved through a new emergent
perceptual result beyond the single effects? Is there a predominance of one component over the other that
is less visible or totally invisible? What is perceptible and what is invisible? Is there a wholeness process
under conditions where perceptual antinomies coexist? By imparting motion to a watercolored object that
gradually should become a hole while overlapping another object placed behind, is the wholeness of the
watercolor object weakened or reorganized in a new way? The results of phenomenological experiments
suggested that the antinomies tend to be solved through two complement processes of phenomenal whole-
ness and partialness. These processes are explained in the light of the FACADE neural model of 3-D vision
and figure–ground separation (Grossberg, 1994, 2003), notably of how complementary cortical boundary
and surface representations interact with spatial attention to generate conscious percepts of 3-D form and
motion.
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1. Introduction: The Watercolor Illusion

The watercolor illusion consists of coloration and object–hole effects (see Fig. 1).
The former is a long-range assimilative spread of color emanating from a thin col-
ored edge — orange — lining a darker chromatic — purple — contour. The latter
is a strong enhancement of the unilateral belongingness of the boundaries (Rubin,
1915) where both the figure and the background appear respectively as a bulging
object and as a hole with a 3-D volumetric appearance (Pinna, 1987, 2005, 2008a;
Pinna and Grossberg, 2005; Pinna et al., 2001).

In Fig. 1(a), the orangish coloration effect spreads uniformly over the frame that
appears bulging like a bas-relief. Contrariwise, the inner tilted square appears like
a 3D hole with a cold white color or very slightly purplish. By reversing purple
and orange contours (Fig. 1(b)), both the coloration and the object–hole effects
reverse accordingly. The inner hole becomes an orangish volumetric tilted square
shape, seen like an island or an object floating in the empty space, and the frame of
Fig. 1(a) is now perceived like an empty three-dimensional space surrounded by a
filled surface solid like the tilted inner square shape.

It is worthwhile noticing that the object–hole effect of Fig. 1(a) clearly demon-
strates that the watercolor illusion is pitted and prevails against the Gestalt factors

(a) (b)

Figure 1. The watercolor illusion: (a) the orangish illusory coloration spreads uniformly over the
frame that appears bulging like a bas-relief. By reversing purple and orange contours (b), both the
coloration and the object–hole effects reverse accordingly. This figure is published in colour on
http://brill.publisher.ingentaconnect.com/content/vsp/spv
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of surroundedness (Rubin, 1915, 1921) and relative orientation (Bozzi, 1975). It has
been shown (Pinna et al., 2003) that the watercolor illusion and its luminance pro-
file along the boundary contours can be considered as a principle of figure–ground
segregation distinct and more effective than all the known gestalt principles (see
Pinna, 2005, 2008a).

Given its strong effects, the watercolor illusion is a good tool to investigate
how the visual system extracts basic information about the wholeness of an ob-
ject, and more specifically about its coloration and object–hole effects, starting
from its boundaries. It was suggested that the necessary information, needed to de-
fine the figural attributes like shape, color and depth, are placed on the boundaries
and, more particularly, in the luminance gradient profile (Pinna, 2008a; Pinna and
Reeves, 2006). From the boundaries these properties fill the whole shape (Grossberg
and Mingolla, 1985; Grossberg and Swaminathan, 2004; Grossberg and Todorovic,
1988; Grossberg and Yazdanbakhsh, 2005; Grossberg et al., 2007).

The main purpose of this work is to use the watercolor illusion to understand
the problems of filling-in and visual wholeness when antinomic kinds of attributes
are induced along the same boundary contours. The main questions are: Do the
antinomies split the shape in independent parts (a half shape as an object and the
other half as a hole) or are they solved through a new emergent perceptual result
beyond the single effects? Is there a predominance of one component over the other,
which is less visible or totally invisible? What is perceptible and what is invisible?
Is there a process of wholeness that solves the antinomies or under whose condi-
tions perceptual antinomies coexist? By imparting motion to a watercolored object
that switches to a hole, is the wholeness of the watercolor object weakened or re-
organized in a new way? Can motion imparted to the watercolor illusion contribute
to understand the problem of phenomenal wholeness and its main attributes: homo-
geneity, continuity, univocality, and belongingness?

There are many other experimental approaches to understanding how the brain
may resolve such perceptual antinomies, ranging from psychophysical visual dis-
plays, such as those of perceptual stratification (Kanizsa, 1985; Kelly and Gross-
berg, 2000), to artistic works such as those of M. C. Escher. The watercolor illusion
in its manifold variations provides a powerful new probe of such paradoxes due
to its ability to induce the brain to complete large ambiguous regions of an im-
age using context-sensitive interactions between boundary and surface formation
processes which lead to strong percepts of illusory color filling-in. In this regard,
the watercolor illusion is similar to neon color spreading. Indeed, key properties of
both the watercolor illusion and neon color spreading have been explained in a uni-
fied way using the FACADE model of how the visual cortex generates 3D boundary
and surface representations (Pinna and Grossberg, 2005). FACADE neural mech-
anisms will also be used below to explain the new effects that are reported in this
article.
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2. General Methods

In order to define appropriately the phenomenal properties of the antinomic stimuli
suggested, we used two suitable methods. Firstly, a phenomenological free-report
method, the same used by Gestalt psychologists, in which ‘naïve’ subjects are
given a series of visual stimuli and asked to report anything they see. Secondly,
the free-report method is supplemented by a more quantitative one, where subjects
are instructed to rate (in percent) the magnitude estimation of the descriptions ob-
tained in the phenomenological experiments.

2.1. Subjects

For each stimulus, independent groups of 15 undergraduate students participated
to the phenomenological experiments. Subjects were naive as to the purpose of the
experiments, and all had normal or corrected-to-normal acuity.

2.2. Stimuli

The stimuli, composed of the figures illustrated and described in the next sections,
were presented on a computer screen with ambient illumination from a Osram Day-
light fluorescent light (250 lux, 5600◦K). The stroke width was approx 6 arcmin.
The luminance of the white background was 88.3 cd/m2. Black contours had a lu-
minance contrast of 0.97 (luminance value of 2.6 cd/m2). The CIE chromaticity
coordinates for the main colors used were: (purple) 0.30, 0.23 and (orange) 0.57,
0.42.

The stimuli are created using Adobe Illustrator with color settings for RGB space
(sRGBIEC61966-2.1). All stimuli were displayed on a 33 cm color CRT monitor
(Sony GDM-F520 1600 × 1200 pixels, refresh rate 100 Hz), driven by a MacBook
Pro computer with an NVIDIA GeForce 8600M GT. The monitor was calibrated
using a Minolta colorimeter (CS 100 Chroma Meter) and procedures set out in
Brainard et al. (2002).

All stimuli were displayed in a frontoparallel plane at a distance of 50 cm from
the observer and were viewed binocularly. A chin rest stabilized the head position
of the observer.

2.3. Procedure

2.3.1. Phenomenological Experiments
The subjects’ task was to report spontaneously what they perceived by giving, as
much as possible, an exhaustive description of the main visual properties. Unless
otherwise stated, different groups of 15 naive observers each described only one
stimulus. This was done to avoid interactions and contaminations among stimuli.
The descriptions reported in angle quotes (guillemets — «») through the paper
used similar phrases and words as those provided by the spontaneous descriptions
of no less than 12 out of 15 subjects in each group but edited for brevity and rep-
resentativeness. Three graduate students of linguistics, who were naive as to the
hypotheses, judged the edited descriptions and provide a fair representation of those
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provided by the observers. The descriptions, incorporated within the text, aid the
reader during the stream of argumentations. In the two kinds of experiments, each
stimulus was presented once to each observer. Observation time was unlimited. All
the reports were quite spontaneous.

2.3.2. Scaling Experiments
New groups of subjects were instructed to rate the accurate reflection (in percent)
of the descriptions of the phenomenological experiments, i.e., the degree to which
it captures the phenomenon being rated. An example of the task is: ‘please rate
whether this statement is an accurate reflection of your perception of the picture, on
a scale from 100 (perfect agreement) to 0 (complete disagreement)’. Throughout the
text, each description is followed by the result of the magnitude estimation (mean
rating) compared to other possible phenomenal results.

In the two kinds of experiments, each stimulus was presented once to each ob-
server. Observation time was unlimited. All the reports were spontaneous.

3. Visual Antinomies Due to the Watercolor Illusion

3.1. From Antinomies to the Three Dimensional Wholeness

In Fig. 2(a), a combination of Fig. 1(a) and 1(b) with chromatic contours reversed
in the two halves is illustrated. The two halves are perceived with opposite col-
oration and object–hole effects. The filling-in of «the two effects of the watercolor
illusion is confined within the boundaries of one half and does not reach exactly the

(a) (b)

Figure 2. A combination of Fig. 1(a) and 1(b) with chromatic contours reversed in the two halves
shows opposite coloration and object–hole effects, and a global three-dimensional folding with the
right half of the inner square and the left half of the frame emerging from the background. By increas-
ing the size of one half against the other the results do not change. This figure is published in colour
on http://brill.publisher.ingentaconnect.com/content/vsp/spv
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middle point of each half but it stops earlier» (mean rating 100%). This result is
likely due to the antinomic opposition of the effects, which reinforces and increases
the separation between the left and right halves. Phenomenally, «one half of the
inner wiggly square appears as a background and the other half as a figure and vice
versa to the frame» (98). This suggests that each filling-in effect is driven by local
factors of color and object–hole organization depending on the luminance profile
along the boundary contours. This contraposition of effects creates «a global three-
dimensional folding with the right half of the inner square and the left half of the
frame emerging from the background» (89). When the subjects were asked to de-
scribe how exactly the folding occurred, they could not describe it precisely. In fact,
no folding can explain the object–hole reversion. However, they continued to per-
ceive the global folding even if they could locally perceive the antinomic coloration
and object–hole effects.

These results demonstrate that the antinomic effects in the two regions of the
figure are processed as a three-dimensional whole. Whole and part perceptions co-
exist although they cannot be logically integrated. Only within the whole perception
are the antinomies solved. More generally, the process of wholeness puts together
the two halves in a new and more complex way. The question is then: how are
antinomies put together and which are the emerging new perceptual properties that
phenomenally solve the local antinomies present in the stimulus? This question is
not trivial; in fact theoretically, the antinomies might have remained separated and
in reciprocal contradiction or one might have prevailed over the other, then an-
nulling the perception of the weaker one. These are only two among many other
possible theoretical results expected under these conditions.

By increasing the dimension of one half against the other, as illustrated in
Fig. 2(b), in spite of its predominance, «the same 3D solution of Fig. 2(a) is per-
ceived again» (91). This result is expected on the basis of the idea that the necessary
information, needed to define the figural attributes like shape, color and depth, is
placed on the boundaries. As a consequence, the information of these attributes
spreads from the boundaries and stops where and when a different or opposite kind
of information is reached.

It is worth noticing that by comparing both the coloration and the object–hole
effects of Figs 1 and 2, in Fig. 2 the antinomic effects within the same form «reduce
their strength, i.e., the filling-in of both coloration and object–hole effect is not
only reduced in space but also in strength becoming weaker and weaker» (82). This
global reduction occurs «both in the figure and in the background region, therefore
also the perception of the hole is weaker in Fig. 2 than in Fig. 1» (83).

3.2. Paradoxical Transparency

A second way to study visual wholeness through antinomies placed on the same
figure can be obtained by inducing object status (figural clues) to the hole cre-
ated by the watercolor illusion. Although the watercolor illusion is characterized by
an opaque figural effect, whose inner coloration has epiphanous and surface color
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properties, the resulting watercolored surface can become «transparent» (100) un-
der conditions like those illustrated in Fig. 3(a).

«The frame appears as a figure and the inner tilted square as a hole» (98). The
coloration within the light and dark gray rectangles induces a transparent effect
of the frame. «While the inner small square appears as an empty space (a hole)
completely transparent, the frame appears as having a certain amount of density
(transparency <100%)» (97). The question is now: can the density of the transpar-
ent hole, be pitted against the effect produced by the watercolor illusion? In other
words, if the empty hole induced by the watercolor illusion is counterbalanced by
figural clues, how does the visual system put together this antinomic information?

Figure 3(b) and 3(c) shows clearly that by making the inner surface of the small
square of Fig. 3(a) denser and denser, i.e., less and less transparent than the frame,
«the square continues to appear as a hole, although it is seen denser» (92). «The
contradiction is not perceived at all» (0). It is not perceived also when «it reaches the
extreme limit of complete opacity (100% dense, Fig. 3(d))» (0). Despite its opacity
and in spite of the amodal completion of the line dividing the two rectangles with
different luminance contrast, «the inner square still appears as a hole in relation
to the watercolored frame» (90). Controls (not illustrated), made with only purple
contours, «annul the hole effect induced by the watercolor illusion» (100).

In Fig. 3(e), «the antinomy is weakly perceived even when the inner square is
green: it appears opaque but at the same time as a hole» (28). The chromatic differ-
entiation, which is a strong figure–ground principle, under these conditions does not
win against the watercolor illusion. However, «different ways of perceiving (local
and global) in different spatial location of the inner square elicit switches or re-
versions of the perception from hole to object» (95). It is worthwhile noticing that
under these conditions, the amodal completion factor works powerfully, due to the
interrupted line of the boundary between the two different halves of the gray back-
ground. This line appears to complete amodally behind the small green square. This
condition should enhance the figural property of the inner square and not the one of
the frame, where the amodal completion of the line does not work. This implies a
summation between the chromatic differentiation and the amodal completion.

The figural effect of the frame due to the watercolor illusion makes the depth
segregation of the inner square paradoxical. More precisely, as for the perceptual
division of the two rectangles due to variations in luminance contrast, «the inner
square is perceived at the same time as a hole, when referred to the watercolored
frame (the figural effect imposed by the watercolor illusion is strong enough to
counteract the local perception of the inner square as a figure), and as an opaque
surface when referred to the gray division and to its differentiated chromatic opac-
ity» (89). However, when the perceptual results concern different references (frame
and luminance division), the paradox is solved and not perceived at all because the
antinomy is accounted for by opposite but local figure–ground and depth segrega-
tion. In other words, «the two opposite effects are local cues and depend on the way
the figure is observed» (92).
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)
Figure 3. (a) A transparent watercolor illusion with the inner square as a hole. (b)–(d) The square
continues to appear as a hole, although it is seen denser and denser and it reaches the complete opacity
or (e) when it is green. (f) The oblique red bar is perceived to amodally complete behind the inner green
square. However, by moving the gaze around the junctions, the figural effect induced by the watercolor
illusion is restored. This figure is published in colour on http://brill.publisher.ingentaconnect.com/
content/vsp/spv
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In Fig. 3(f), «the oblique red bar is perceived to amodally complete behind the
inner green square» (100). «This result is much stronger at global viewing and can
be better perceived when the gaze follows the oblique direction of the bar» (100).
However, when the gaze moves around the boundary contours of the inner square
«the stronger object–hole effect of the watercolor illusion emerges» (92). Under
these conditions, the antinomy is «more clearly perceived» (40).

Although the amodal completion can reverse the figure–ground organization of
the small square, «it is effective only at a short distance; i.e., near the T-junctions»
(88). «By moving the gaze a little further around the junctions, the figural effect
induced by the watercolor illusion is restored» (90). The local results emerging
from these figures are not really perceived in contradiction, but they are different
results coming from different points of view, that do not necessarily have to be
logically integrated into a unique and homogeneous global percept.

Figure 3(a)–(f) suggests that, differently from Fig. 2 where a process of whole-
ness puts together the two halves in a three-dimensional whole, the phenomenal
wholeness puts together the antinomies that are not perceived in direct contradiction
but as results of different ways of seeing. In other words, these results demonstrate
that even if different kinds of clues are perceived, either due to the amodal comple-
tion or to the watercolor illusion, the contradiction between them is not necessarily
seen. This suggests that the process of figural wholeness does not tend to include
or acknowledge inner or direct contradictions, which are instead placed at different
levels of perception or considered as belonging to different ways of seeing.

3.3. Paradoxical Chromatic and Object–Hole Organization

A third way to create antinomic properties through the watercolor illusion is to
play with the reversal coloration and object–hole effects obtained by reversing the
luminance contrast of the background, e.g., from white to black, while the lumi-
nance contrast of the contours is kept constant (Pinna and Reeves, 2006). In Fig. 4,
«purplish stars at the top and orangish crosses at the bottom are perceived» (100).
Moving the gaze from the bottom to the top of the figure, «the orangish crosses
become purplish stars» (100). The antinomic results are perceived as shape trans-
formation in space, but at a global and first view neither the transformation nor
the antinomic object–hole organization are noticed. This result is in contrast with
Rubin’s claim that the currently figural region is maintained even on black/white
reversal (Rubin, 1921).

In Fig. 5, at a first sight, «the two figures appear alike showing a transparent
object» (92), but in the two halves the purple and orange contours are respec-
tively in continuation (purple with purple and orange with orange in Fig. 5(a)) or in
cross-continuation (purple with orange and orange with purple in Fig. 5(b)). These
two conditions are not clearly perceived opposed, but «a chromatic-figural homo-
geneous organization is perceived within each frame» (89). «The precise specific
perceptual result depends on the part of the figure that is observed as first. There-
fore, «it can change» (82). After a deeper and more local observation, when the
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Figure 4. Orangish crosses at the bottom become purplish stars at the top. This figure is published in
colour on http://brill.publisher.ingentaconnect.com/content/vsp/spv
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(a) (b)

Figure 5. In (a) opposite object–hole effects and the same chromatic colorations are perceived in the
two halves, while in (b) the same object–hole effects and different colorations are seen in the two
halves. At a holistic view none of these antinomies is perceived. This figure is published in colour on
http://brill.publisher.ingentaconnect.com/content/vsp/spv

purple and orange contours are in continuation, because of the reversed contrast of
the two halves, «while within one half (right) the frame appears as a bulging pur-
plish figure, within the second half (left), the frame appears as a background or as
an empty space» (73). When they are in cross-continuation, due to the reversed con-
trast of the two halves, «if within one half (left), the frame appears slightly orange,
within the second half, it appears bluish (right)» (70). Under these conditions the
figure–ground organization is not reversed as in Fig. 5(a). In summary, in Fig. 5(a)
opposite object–hole effects and the same chromatic colorations are perceived in
the two halves, while in Fig. 5(b) the same object–hole effects and different col-
orations are seen in the two halves. «At a holistic view none of these antinomies is
perceived» (0) as though the wholeness of the frame were driven by some kind of
chromatic and object–hole homogeneity assumption that shows as an emergent re-
sult «the transparency of the frame or of the inner square» (98). When the emergent
holistic transparency and the local antinomies are perceived, «they are not perceived
in contradiction but as results of two ways of seeing. One result does not influence
the other» (90).

The opposite phenomenal results between coloration and object–hole effects in
the two halves can be «more clearly and univocally noticed» (65) when a colored
stripe is superimposed to the line separating the two halves as illustrated, respec-
tively, in Fig. 6(a) and 6(b). Under these conditions, the colored stripe creates a
clear amodal separation between the two halves that favors the perception of the
differences and inhibits the wholeness filling-in of the two effects of the water-
color illusion and then the tendency to the homogeneity of the figural attributes
within a whole figure. Given that the phenomenal belongingness of the two halves
to the same figure and then the wholeness of the components are weakened by
the stripe, the differences and the antinomies are strengthened similarly to Koffka–
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(a) (b)

Figure 6. The opposite phenomenal results between coloration and object–hole effects in the two
halves of Fig. 5 can be more clearly and univocally noticed when a colored stripe is superimposed
to the line separating the two halves. This figure is published in colour on http://brill.publisher.
ingentaconnect.com/content/vsp/spv

Benussi ring (Koffka, 1915). Under these conditions, a gray homogeneous ring,
placed in-between a black and white background, and divided by a line or a stripe,
does not appear homogeneous. The inducing contrast effects of the backgrounds are
strengthened. These results demonstrate that the belongingness is strongly related
to the phenomenal wholeness.

Phenomenally, Fig. 5 differs from Fig. 2, even if the main kind of antinomy is
very similar, i.e., two halves with opposite coloration and object–hole effects. The
reverse contrast between contours and background in the two halves introduces
a further kind of antinomy, which makes the global three-dimensional folding of
Fig. 2 more difficult or impossible, although it elicits the phenomenal transparency.
Under these more complex circumstances the problem of whole perception, starting
from antinomic local information, emerges more clearly. If in Fig. 2 the filling-in
of watercolor attributes appears «confined to only one half of the stimulus» (100),
in Fig. 5 it seems «to ‘fill’ the entire frame» (91) as it is also suggested and further
corroborated by the results of Fig. 6.

Figures 5(a) and 6(a) suggest that antinomic properties within the same figure can
be invisible at a first sight by showing phenomenal transparency and can be visible
only after a more analytical observation where the whole transparency is destroyed.
The homogeneity of coloration and object–hole attributes appears to be as a basic
assumption or as an essential requirement of the visual process of wholeness. This
homogeneity assumption is related to the filling-in process and to the phenomenal
belongingness as demonstrated by Fig. 6.

It is worthwhile remarking that the local perception of the antinomies does not
destroy the holistic perception of uniform and homogenous transparency. They ap-
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pear to be independent; in fact subjects «can switch from one to the other way of
seeing without influencing significantly their perceptions» (82).

3.4. Antinomies and Wholeness During Motion

The antinomic conditions illustrated in Fig. 5 show static sets of dichotomic proper-
ties that cannot tell us anything about how the phenomenal wholeness is perceived
in time. A more complete understanding of this problem can be obtained by im-
parting motion to the watercolor shape that should pass through at least three main
transitional phases: (i) one where the watercolor shape is univocally perceived as
a colored object, (ii) one where half of it is perceived as an object and half as a
hole, and (iii) one where the watercolor shape is univocally perceived as an empty
hole. Under these conditions, the motion of the watercolor shape, even if moving
through different phases, should play a significant role in unifying the three phases.
Motion is supposed to induce homogeneity, continuity, univocality, belongingness
and wholeness. In fact, if motion induces these properties, they should also be in-
duced in the antinomic phases (the first and the third previously mentioned), but if
this is true, this implies a logical paradox. The questions are: which is the solution
of this antinomy and how does the wholeness change while the moving component
crosses the three phases and particularly the antinomic ones? In other words, given
that there are at least two antinomic univocal wholeness (the two extreme phases),
if motion imparts continuity to the wholeness, how are they put together during the
motion of the watercolored shape and which is the final whole result?

To answer these questions static and dynamic stimuli were compared. In Fig. 7,
the three possible phases are illustrated statically. In the first row, the wiggly wa-
tercolor shape is clearly perceived as «an object (left) or as a hole (right)» (100).
In the middle row, the watercolor shape intersects in about its center the black rec-
tangle that reverses the luminance contrast of the chromatic contours and then the
coloration and object–hole effects. Phenomenally, «at first sight the holistic obser-
vation of the figure placed on the left of the row reveals homogeneous watercolor
effects on a transparent shape», but «a deeper and local observation shows that half
of the wiggly shape appears as an orangish object (left) and the other half as an
empty hole (right)» (84) and «vice versa as for the figure on the right of the row»
(85). In the third row, the wiggly watercolor shape is perceived univocally as «a
hole (left) or as an object (right)» (100), i.e., contrariwise to the first row.

By imparting motion to the static watercolor shape, the specific questions de-
rived from the previous ones are the following: are the antinomies still perceived?
How are these static different solutions and antinomies put together? Is there any
interruption in the continuity, homogeneity and univocality of the whole shape? The
answer to these questions is related to a recent work (Pinna and Tanca, 2008), where
a figure–ground principle, called ‘motion vs stationary’, was enunciated. This prin-
ciple states: ‘all else being equal, moving elements appear as a figure, while the
static elements appear as a background’. In other words, given a static condition
with a specific figure–ground organization, the motion imparted to the figure or to
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Figure 7. Static and dynamic stimuli, compared under static and dynamic conditions, show-
ing the three possible phases studied. This figure is published in colour on http://brill.publisher.
ingentaconnect.com/content/vsp/spv

the background induces a figure status to them, independently from the way they
appear under static organization. This principle can be conceived as related to the
common fate principle (Wertheimer, 1922, 1923). However, while the common fate
is a grouping principle, the moving vs stationary is a figure–ground one.

In everyday life it can happen that something, which appears as part of the back-
ground under static condition, emerges as a figure when it starts to move. The
motion vs stationary principle is related to the primary kind of camouflage occur-
ring when a prey animal stands stock-still to avoid predators. Predators use the same
kind of camouflage to sneak up on a prey. If camouflage is a form of deception, the
moving vs stationary principle is exactly the opposite. Therefore, if the stationary
condition elicits the camouflage, then the motion instills figurality.
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It was demonstrated (Pinna and Tanca, 2008) that, when motion is imparted to
watercolor holes, they are perceived as moving holes and assume a strong figure
status. In other words, rather than being switched as moving objects, they appear
much more strongly as holes. This result implies that motion supports and favors
synergistically the hole status induced by the watercolor illusion, although it should
apparently and logically behave contrariwise. In other words, the motion vs sta-
tionary principle operates by summing the figurality it instills to the object–hole
segregation induced by the watercolor illusion. Along the same lines, we suggest
that motion strengthens figurality and wholeness attributes (homogeneity, conti-
nuity, univocality and belongingness) induced by the watercolor illusion. More
precisely, besides inducing a further figure status to a watercolored hole, motion
strengthens the wholeness of the watercolor shape even when antinomic results are
expected from a logic point of view. As a consequence, it favors the wholeness
dynamic of putting together antinomies under watercolor conditions.

These predictions suggest the phenomenal distinction between the unity/oneness
of an object and its multiplicity/heterogeneity. While the oneness is supposed not to
be antinomic, the multiplicity of its component parts might be. As a consequence,
on the basis of the moving hole results (Pinna and Tanca, 2008), we suggest that
motion should strengthen the phenomenal wholeness and then the oneness of the
watercolored object even if multiple antinomic specific instances of it in different
spatial or temporal locations can also occur at the same time. These two phenomenal
levels should not annul each other nor appear in contradiction.

The stimuli used were those illustrated in Fig. 7: the watercolored shapes were
translated and/or rolled with a speed of ∼1.5◦/s. The starting points of each kind of
motion were the two extreme positions illustrated in Fig. 7, i.e., outside and inside
(from the center of) the rectangle. The space covered during motion stops after
having run the three positions: outside, intersection and inside. Two new groups of
subjects were used for the dynamic condition. The subjects’ task of the first group
was to give an exhaustive description of the main visual properties of the moving
watercolored shape, and to scale the relative strength or salience (in percent) of the
perceived results. After this first test, a new group of subjects were experienced
with some examples of watercolor illusion by showing them instances of coloration
and object–hole effects different from those of the test. Afterwards, they described
and judged a new random stimulus combination (second test). The purpose of the
two tests was to favor the first sight and more global view vs the deeper and more
analytical one. Each combination of stimuli was presented once and in a different
random order for each observer.

3.4.1. First Test
Before experiencing the watercolor illusion, when the watercolor shape was per-
ceived as an object and started moving from the external position (left on the first
row of Fig. 7) toward the center of the black rectangle, at a global view it appeared
as «a dense watercolor object» (100) and it was perceived as such until it intersects
the rectangle, where it was seen as «transparent (∼15% density)» (100). Only when
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it approached the center of the rectangle it was poorly perceived as «a hole (2 sub-
jects out of 15)» (5). This implies some kind of inertia or resistance to variations of
the figural status, i.e., from object to hole. No significant differences were reported
in the translation and roll motions. «The unity and oneness of the moving shape
was never opened to questions» (100). «The antinomies were not perceived at all»
(0).

When the watercolor shape was perceived as «a hole and moved from outside
(right on the first row of Fig. 7), it became transparent as a hole (0% density)
by intersecting the rectangle» (100). Again only by approaching the center of the
rectangle, «the hole appeared weakly as an object (4 out of 15)» (7). Again, no sig-
nificant differences were reported in the translation and roll motions and again «the
unity and oneness of the moving shape was preserved along the entire trajectory of
the motion» (100). «The antinomies were invisible» (0).

3.4.2. Second Test
After experiencing some instances of the watercolor illusion and perceiving the dis-
tinction between coloration and object–hole effect, subjects perceived more clearly
the antinomies of the previous conditions but less strongly than in the static condi-
tions (respectively 5 and 15). «The reversion of the object–hole effect was perceived
about after halfway along the intersection path between the watercolor shape and
the black rectangle» (91). However, «this reversion, even if noticed did not destroy
the oneness of the shape» (92). In fact it was seen clearly and totally reversed (the
number of subjects perceiving it increases by increasing the size of the intersec-
tion path) just after the intersection. In other words, when the watercolor object
was perceived as first, it became transparent soon after its intersection with the rec-
tangle (99). «While crossing the intersection region it appeared getting more and
more as a hole (the number of subjects increased). It was totally perceived as a hole
only after having passed the intersection area» (89). This result demonstrates that
the inertia and resistance to changing the figural status is under these conditions
less effective than in the first test (respectively 75 and 91). Nevertheless, by report-
ing this variation of figural status, the subjects were not surprised and the moving
shape maintains its uniqueness, homogeneity and continuity (92). Even when the
subjects were alerted about the logical antinomy emerging during the trajectory,
they reported that «even if they know about this transformation they still perceive a
homogeneous whole without any sudden switch of the shape from one figural sta-
tus (object) to another (hole) or vice versa» (88). Also in the second test, motion
supports the wholeness of the object but less strongly than in the first test where the
antinomies were unnoticed. No significant differences in the phenomenal results
were obtained in the two kinds of motion, translation and roll.

When motion started from the center of the black rectangle, the results of the
first and second test were quite similar to the ones described before but with the
effects reversed, i.e., what was previously perceived as a moving object is now
perceived as a moving hole and vice versa. We also tested with a new group of
subjects a third condition where the total amplitude of the motion was two cycles
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instead of one, in this way the watercolor shape could be seen going from one
extreme (antinomy) to the other (one cycle) and back. It means that the starting
and end points were the same. Briefly, the results of the first and second test were
very similar to those obtained with only one cycle but under these conditions the
variation of the figural status were more clear: respectively 13 and 12 out of 15
noticed the variation of the figural status of the moving shape. Nevertheless, the
global homogeneity and phenomenal univocality and belongingness were reported
also by most of the subjects (respectively 11 and 13 out of 15).

4. Discussion of Watercolor Effects and Their Implications

The phenomenal results of the four conditions demonstrated that antinomic ef-
fects within the same watercolor shape are solved within the more general prob-
lem of phenomenal wholeness. Briefly, in the conditions illustrated in Fig. 2, the
antinomies within the same shape are processed as a whole in terms of 3D folding
even if this is not a logical solution to the coexistence of the antinomies. The phe-
nomenal wholeness, shown in Fig. 3, can make the component parts and the inner
antinomies invisible. They are perceived as results of different or specific ways of
seeing. Again, whole and part perception coexist even if they cannot be logically
integrated. In Figs 4–6, antinomic attributes within the same shape can be invisible
at a global view by appearing as phenomenal transparency. They become visible
only after a more analytical observation when the transparency is destroyed. The
results of the two ways of seeing remain independent.

The phenomenal descriptions, obtained with the motion tests, suggest the ne-
cessity to distinguish between unity/oneness of an object and its heterogene-
ity/multiplicity as correlated to different ways of seeing. In fact, motion strengthens
the phenomenal wholeness and oneness of the watercolored object even if multi-
ple antinomic specific instances of it in different spatial or temporal locations can
also be perceived at the same time. This happens without creating a visual paradox.
These contradictions are only apparent and are due to their belongingness to dif-
ferent perceptual levels. The absence of switches between opposite figural statuses,
i.e., from object to hole, and the inertia or resistance to variations of the perceived
figural status are in favor of the necessity to introduce the notion of phenomenal
wholeness as distinct from the phenomenal partialness.

4.1. What Does Wholeness Mean? Wholeness and Partialness

The need to introduce the notion of phenomenal wholeness and partialness is re-
lated to the basic problem of perceptual organization. Gestalt psychologists studied
the perceptual organization in terms of grouping or figure–ground segregation. The
grouping principles introduced by Wertheimer (1912a, b, 1923) described how in-
dividual elements create larger wholes separated from others and how the elements
in the visual field ‘go together’ to form a holistic percept. The principles suggested
by gestalt psychologists are unsuitable to describe appropriately the coexistence of
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the phenomenal wholeness and partialness. The notion of wholeness goes beyond
the holistic percepts and larger wholes defined by the gestalt principles. In fact, the
kind of whole defined, for example, by the similarity principle (Wertheimer, 1923)
is an inner organization of elements that group together the most similar elements
(in color, brightness, size, empty/filled, shapes, etc.) and, at the same time, segregate
elements that are dissimilar. Each of the gestalt principles is a phenomenal/physical
attribute grouping elements with similar specific properties and ungrouping ele-
ments with different attributes. Briefly, the gestalt principles behave like watershed.

The phenomenal wholeness, here introduced, suggests a more complex process,
whose aim is to put together elements that not necessarily possess the same at-
tribute and that can also be antinomic. Within the phenomenal wholeness single
and different parts can be invisible by virtue of their belongingness to the whole,
which presumes phenomenal assumptions of homogeneity, univocality and conti-
nuity without breaks or quantitative leaps. The phenomenal wholeness is a oneness
process, through which many heterogeneous elements become one and a multiplic-
ity becomes a unity. This is different from what is suggested by gestalt principles
and it is different especially because the wholeness is complemented by an oppo-
site party, which, by similitude, we suggest to call ‘phenomenal partialness’. Just
as the wholeness puts together different elements annulling their differences, the
partialness breaks up or parcels out the elements of a whole underlining their indi-
viduality, difference, heterogeneity, discontinuity and multiplicity. The partialness
is the reverse of the wholeness. Just as through the wholeness the single elements
can become invisible, through the partialness the oneness can be invisible. Further-
more, the belongingness of the wholeness is replaced by the antagonism, separation
and isolation of the partialness.

It is worth underlining that wholeness and partialness are two phenomenal
processes in the sense that we clearly perceive both ways of organizing objects
and parts. By being two ways of organizing they are also two opposite ways of
seeing: the wholeness is like putting everything into the same basket or seeing the
forest, the partialness is like seeing the trees and not the forest. What is invisible
within the wholeness is visible within the partialness and vice versa. They comple-
ment each other and the visual system can easily switch from one process to the
other as shown in the previous figures. This suggests that the two opposite phe-
nomena are two complementary processes and depend on two complementary and
opposite ways of seeing. The nature of these terms deserves to be more deeply
studied.

4.2. How Artists Exploit Phenomenal Wholeness

Artists from ancient to modern times have struggled to understand how a few locally
ambiguous contours or color patches on a flat surface can induce mental repre-
sentations of a globally meaningful three-dimensional scene. Kandinsky’s painting
‘Autumn’ (Fig. 8(a)) illustrates an understanding that conscious percepts of exter-
nal reality are actively constructed by the visual brain. This painting carries out a
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Figure 8. (a) A painting by Kandinsky, ‘Autumn’. (b) Michelangelo’s fresco. (c) A painting by
Karl Schmidt-Rottluff. This figure is published in colour on http://brill.publisher.ingentaconnect.com/
content/vsp/spv

bold break up of well-known forms, which tend to give way under the strokes of
many different colors. Despite this fragmentation, for observers of this painting,
«the landscape is clearly perceived within the mixture of colors» (100). «The forms
are visible in spite of the splashes of colors» (100). «The colors define autumn in a
little town» (91). «The figures emerge even if they are broken up or parceled out in
many fragments or in many pieces of a chromatic mosaic» (98).

This painting shows something that is in-between part and whole. The parts
emerge independently from the whole, but more importantly the whole can be per-
ceived in spite of the mosaic of parts. This implies that the phenomenal wholeness
makes it possible to perceive wholes despite multiple elements isolated and dissim-
ilar. It also allows observers to see emerging objects like ‘autumn’ or reflexes of
light through the brown leaves. Furthermore, the wholeness makes it easy to per-
ceive the white road dotted with dry leaves and intersected by shadows of the trees.
More specifically, the perception of the white road is perception of wholeness. If the
shape of the road is clearly defined as a whole, its color is not, therefore it emerges
as a consequence of the wholeness. A similar whole description can be used for the
stone wall and the autumnal hill on the left side of the road. These emerging results
cannot be explained with gestalt principles but only invoking a process that puts
together different elements with different colors and properties.

Therefore the advantage of the phenomenal wholeness is to create oneness start-
ing from a multiplicity and then to connect many elements in a single view and in
a holistic singularity. A consequent advantage is that it discharges the multiplicity
in favor of an emergent unity, e.g., autumn is the emergent unity, which discharges
the multiple colors segregated or isolated by virtue of the gestalt principles and, by
complement, puts together all the elements of the painting as a single thing. The
title of the painting emphasized this phenomenal wholeness.

Another advantage is to make it difficult to perceive the multiplicity in favor of
the oneness. In the fresco by Michelangelo, illustrated in Fig. 8(b), what is the color
of the woman’s dress? Is it green, red, blue, white? In this painting, Michelangelo
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used chromatic colors to fill the chiaroscuro gradient that helps to define the volu-
metric effect of the dress. Were achromatic shades of gray used instead, they would
strengthen the wholeness of the dress. Instead, using different colors instead of dif-
ferent shades of gray weakens it, and made the amodal completion of color across
the dress as a whole impossible (Pinna, in press). This makes it hard to identify
the color of the woman’s dress. The problem of the amodal completion of color
emerges only after a question like ‘what is the color of the dress?’. Before the ques-
tion, this effect is not clearly noticed. As far as we know, no art historian reported
this significant effect used so clearly by Michelangelo.

Even when the multiplicity of elements is visible like in the painting of Karl
Schmidt-Rottluff (Fig. 8(c)), the phenomenal wholeness gives the visual system
another advantage. In this painting, the coloration of the faces is broken up by the
chromatic contrast of the large splashes of colors. However, they can be easily per-
ceived and, more importantly, this chromatic contrast is perceived as something
else, e.g., as part of an artistic style or expressing visual qualities, like pain, strange-
ness, etc. Therefore, the advantage is to discharge the multiplicity of contrasts and
include them within new and more complex emerging properties, which cannot be
otherwise visible. None of these emerging whole objects can be explained by in-
voking the gestalt principles.

The question is now: How does vision create phenomenal wholeness? A unified
mechanistic answer to this question in terms of visual cortical architecture and dy-
namics may be found in the FACADE neural model of biological vision (Grossberg,
1994, 2003), as described in the next section.

5. How Does the Brain Perceptually Reconcile Watercolor Antimonies?

5.1. Boundary Grouping and Surface Filling-in

FACADE theory clarifies how the brain creates 3-D object representations through
interactions of boundary grouping and surface filling-in processes within the corti-
cal interblob and blob streams, respectively through cortical areas V1 through V4
(Grossberg, 1994, 1997); see Fig. 9. These boundary and surface processes exhibit
computationally complementary properties (Grossberg, 2000) and their interactions
generate a consistent perceptual representation that overcomes the complementary
deficiencies of each stream acting on its own. These complementary properties in-
clude the following: Boundaries form inwardly between pairs or greater numbers
of inducers, are oriented, and are insensitive to contrast polarity; that is, boundaries
pool contrast information at each position from opposite contrast polarities.

Surfaces fill-in outwardly from individual lightness or color inducers in an un-
oriented fashion using a process that is sensitive to contrast polarity, which enables
surfaces to embody visible colors and lightness percepts. These boundary and sur-
face formation rules are obviously complementary.

How the brain selects and binds together a consistent percept from boundaries
and surfaces that obey computationally complementary properties helps to explain
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Figure 9. 3D LAMINART model macrocircuit. Feedback connections between boundaries and sur-
faces overcome the complementary deficiencies of each stream and lead to consistent conscious
percepts. (Reprinted with permission from Fang and Grossberg (2009).)

many properties of perceptual wholeness. Thus, the ‘wholeness’ property of bio-
logical vision is mechanistically clarified within FACADE theory by the property
of “complementary consistency” (Grossberg, 2008). Indeed, the fact that the brain
achieves a consistent resolution of complementary tendencies clarifies, on the face
of it, how perceptual wholeness can coexist with perceptual antinomies.

Boundary grouping and surface filling-in were first modeled by the Boundary
Contour System (BCS) and Feature Contour System (FCS), respectively (Cohen
and Grossberg, 1984; Grossberg, 1984; Grossberg and Mingolla, 1985; Grossberg
and Todorovic, 1988). The word ‘boundary’ was introduced to emphasize that per-
ceptual groupings can form in response to combinations of edge, texture, depth, and
shading information, not merely edge information. This property is important when
considering how the watercolor illusion and neon color spreading may be generated
by combinations of dots as well as edges (Pinna and Grossberg, 2005).

A key early prediction, which has been increasingly supported by subsequent
data, is that boundaries are amodal and do not, at least within the interblob corti-
cal stream, carry visible lightness and color information. The amodal property of
boundaries is due to their pooling of opposite contrast polarities at each position,
which occurs no later than the complex cells of V1. This pooling operation enables
boundaries to form around objects on textured backgrounds whose contrast relative
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to the object may reverse as the object boundary is traversed. The pooling process
also allows the strongest possible boundaries to be formed using signals from all
possible retinal detectors, both achromatic and chromatic. In particular, pooling to
form a strong boundary clarifies how we can see continuous blue surfaces like the
sea and sky (Grossberg, 1987a, Section 31; 1994, Section 37) even though blue
cones on the retina are spatially very sparse (Boynton et al., 1985; Brainard and
Williams, 1993). Pooling of signals from opposite polarities and colors, however,
prevents the boundary system from representing visible, or modal, visual features.

5.2. Broken or Weakened Boundaries in the Watercolor Illusion

Given that boundaries are amodal, how are visible surfaces seen? All visible light-
ness and color differences are predicted by FACADE to occur within the surface
processing stream due to the filling-in of surface lightness and color, including
the visible colors induced by the watercolor illusion. This hypothesis implies that,
whenever surface colors are seen at locations far from their inducers, they must
have spread there via surface filling-in. This property does not imply that bound-
aries are unimportant in the generation of visible surface qualities, since boundaries
are predicted to both activate and serve as barriers to the surface filling-in process
(Grossberg, 1994), including surfaces such as those caused by the blue cones men-
tioned above.

Boundaries can activate depth-selective surface filling-in when boundary and
surface signals are aligned in space (Grossberg, 1994). Then depth-selective surface
capture can occur whereby lightnesses and colors are seen on the correct surfaces
in depth, such as during percepts of random dot stereograms (Fang and Gross-
berg, 2009), and unimodal or bistable percepts of transparency (Grossberg and
Yazdanbakhsh, 2005) and the Necker cube (Grossberg and Swaminathan, 2004). In
both kinds of bistable percepts, attention shifts can favor one percept over another.
The current analysis also will predict how attention may play a role in resolving
antinomies of perception.

Boundaries can also act as barriers to filling-in by gating, or inhibiting the spread
of lightness or color, with the main effect that spreading lightness or color signals
cannot freely cross a boundary. This gating hypothesis implies that, if surface light-
ness or color does manage to spread to positions beyond which they occur in a scene
or image, then the boundaries which might otherwise have contained the spreading
of this lightness or color must be broken or otherwise weakened to permit the leak-
age of lightness or color beyond them.

The present analysis extends the discussion in Pinna and Grossberg (2005) in
which the FACADE model was used to provide a unified explanation of various
watercolor illusion and neon color spreading properties. Indeed, the earliest neural
network analysis of neon color spreading (Grossberg and Mingolla, 1985) critically
used the spread of neon color to provide visible evidence for hypotheses about
how boundary groupings are formed, and why these groupings might be broken or
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otherwise weakened at certain positions in response to neon color displays, thereby
allowing neon color to spread beyond the locations of its scenic inducers.

5.3. Spatial Competition Weakens Boundaries in a Contrast-Sensitive Way

Typically, if a boundary is broken or weakened at a position where it might oth-
erwise be expected to occur, this is due to some form of competition within the
boundary system. Indeed, the BCS was, from the start, predicted to include both
spatial and orientational competition networks in order to explain a wide range of
data about perceptual grouping and filling-in of color and brightness (Grossberg,
1984; Grossberg and Mingolla, 1985). From a deeper perspective, these competi-
tive interactions may be viewed as a kind of hierarchical resolution of uncertainty
whereby the brain compensates for deficiencies in boundary detection at line ends
and corners that arise from the very existence of oriented receptive fields. The main
effect in the watercolor illusion can be explained by interactions between three
properties: boundary strength is contrast-sensitive, nearby boundaries compete with
each other via a process of spatial competition, and surface color can flow across
positions where there are no boundaries or only weak boundaries.

As a result of boundary contrast sensitivity, stronger boundaries tend to form in
response to the edges of higher-contrast colored lines than at lower contrast ones,
so that stronger boundaries can inhibit nearby boundaries more than conversely,
thereby enabling color to flow across these weakened boundaries. This interaction
between boundary contrast, spatial competition, and boundary-gated surface filling-
in provides an answer to the following questions: Why does a large luminance
contrast difference between inducing lines show the strongest coloration effects?
Why is there an asymmetry in the amount of color spreading from two inducing
lines such that the color of the line with less luminance contrast relative to the back-
ground spreads proportionally more than the color of the line with more luminance
contrast?

This happens in the BCS because the spatial competition is stronger from the
boundaries of higher-contrast edges to those of lower-contrast edges than con-
versely; e.g., in Figs 1 and 2, the boundaries at the purple–orange and purple–white
edges is stronger than the boundary of the orange–white edges. The boundaries of
the lower-contrast edges are thus weakened more by competition than the bound-
aries of the higher-contrast edges. Hence more color can spread across these bound-
aries than conversely. In Figs 1 and 2, this explains the orange watercolor spreading
throughout the figures. A similar idea was used to explain why neon color spread-
ing is sensitive to the relative contrasts of the edges at which neon color is released
(Grossberg and Mingolla, 1985a).

More recent modeling has clarified how perceptual boundaries are formed
within the laminar circuits of visual cortex (Grossberg, 1999, 2003; Grossberg and
Raizada, 2000; Grossberg and Swaminathan, 2004; Grossberg and Yazdanbakhsh,
2005; Grossberg et al. 1997; Raizada and Grossberg, 2001, 2003), and thereby
showed how the predicted BCS operations are realized by identified cortical cell
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types and circuits. This LAMINART model (Fig. 10) explains and predicts a much
larger set of data than was possible with the original BCS, including anatomical and
neurophysiological data that support all the model’s proposed cell and circuit prop-
erties. In particular, LAMINART predicts how spatial competition during boundary
formation occurs between layers 6 and 4 of cortical areas V1 and V2, with longer-
range grouping predicted to occur in V2 than V1.

The existence of spatial competition does not imply that the lower-contrast
boundaries are entirely suppressed. If they were, then the color of the lower-contrast
edge could not be distinguished from the watercolor that it causes. A key property
of competitive and cooperative boundary interactions in the BCS and subsequent
LAMINART models is that they preserve their analog sensitivity in response to the
intensity of the inputs that drive them. This property, which is called analog coher-
ence, has been shown through computer simulations to be robustly realized by the
laminar circuits that carry out boundary grouping in cortical areas V1 and V2 (e.g.,
Grossberg and Raizada, 2000; Grossberg et al. 1997). This analog sensitivity de-
pends on the fact that competition within the model uses on-center off-surround
networks whose cells obey membrane equations with shunting dynamics. Such
networks carry out contrast normalization through a divisive type of competition
(Grossberg, 1973, 1980). These contrast-sensitive properties were used to define
the oriented simple cells in the original Grossberg and Mingolla (1985a) explana-
tion of neon color spreading properties and have subsequently been used to explain
other cortical data, including data about simple cells, by many authors; e.g., Heeger
(1992) and Douglas et al. (1995).

An implication of this competition hypothesis is that any boundary that can pro-
duce a similar weakening of a nearby, less contrastive, boundary at a colored region
of prescribed size can cause a similar amount of color spreading from that region. In
Figs 1 and 2, the main effect of boundary spatial competition is a local one whereby
the more contrastive boundaries due to the purple lines inhibit the less contrastive
boundaries due to the contiguous orange lines.

The watercolor illusion, as in Figs 1 and 2, derives its strength from the fact
that a more contrastive and less contrastive edge are parallel to each another over a
significant spatial extent. The total watercolor effect is derived from the cumulative
effect of color leakage across the entire length of the weaker boundary and filling-in
of the enclosed surface with the leaked colors. As a result, color leakage can occur
across the entire length of the weaker boundary and spread its cumulative effects
throughout the boundary-enclosed surface.

Such manipulations provide a way to test the spatial extent of the proposed com-
petitive interactions. Earlier work has related the extent of spatial competition to
other perceptual effects, such as neon color spreading, hyperacuity, texture segre-
gation, persistence, binocular fusion and rivalry, and figure–ground separation (e.g.,
Francis et al., 1994; Grossberg, 1987a, b; Grossberg and Mingolla, 1985; Grossberg
et al., 2008). This relationship predicts that there may be as yet experimentally un-
probed connections between the spatial competitive effect in the watercolor illusion
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Figure 10. Some known cortical connections that are joined together and functionally explained in
the LAMINART model of bottom-up, horizontal, and top-down interactions within visual cortical
areas V1 and V2. See Raizada and Grossberg (2001) for summaries of supportive anatomical and
neurophysiological data. Inhibitory interneurons are shown as filled-in black symbols. (a) The LGN
provides bottom-up activation to layer 4 via two routes. First, it makes a strong connection directly
into layer 4. Second, LGN axons send collaterals into layer 6 and thereby also activate layer 4 via
the 6 → 4 on-center off-surround path. The combined effect of the bottom-up LGN pathways is to
stimulate layer 4 via an on-center off-surround, which provides divisive contrast normalization of layer
4 cell responses. The excitatory and inhibitory layer 6 inputs to the layer 4 on-center are approximately
balanced. As a result, the on-center receives a modulatory, but not driving, input. (b) Connecting the
6 → 4 on-center off-surround network to the layer 2/3 grouping circuit: like-oriented layer 4 sim-
ple cells with opposite contrast polarities compete (not shown) before generating half-wave rectified
outputs that converge onto layer 2/3 complex cells in the column above them. Layer 2/3 contains
long-range oriented recurrent connections to other layer 2/3 cells. A balance between excitation via
long-range horizontal connections and short-range disynaptic inhibitory interneurons helps to control
which layer 2/3 cells will fire, as does interlaminar feedback: layer 2/3 cells send activation to en-
hance their own positions in layer 4 via the 6 → 4 on-center and to suppress input to other layer 2/3
cells via the 6 → 4 off-surround. There exist direct layer 2/3 → 6 connections in macaque V1, as well
as indirect routes via layer 5. (c) V2 repeats the laminar pattern of V1 circuitry but at a larger spatial
scale. In particular, perceptual groupings form using the V2 horizontal layer 2/3 connections, which
have a longer range than the connections in layer 2/3 of V1. V1 layer 2/3 projects up to V2 layers 6
and 4, just as LGN projects to layers 6 and 4 of V1. Higher cortical areas send attentional feedback
into V2, which ultimately reaches layer 6, just as V2 feedback acts on layer 6 of V1. Feedback paths
from higher cortical areas straight into V1 (not shown) can complement and enhance feedback from
V2 into V1. Top-down attention can also modulate layer 2/3 pyramidal cells directly by activating
both the pyramidal cells and the inhibitory interneurons in that layer. The inhibition tends to balance
the excitation, leading to a modulatory effect. These top-down attentional pathways tend to synapse
on apical dendrites in layer 1, which are not shown, for simplicity. (Reprinted with permission from
Raizada and Grossberg (2001).)
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and in these other types of phenomena. The role of spatial competition in helping to
explain the perceptually important figure–ground effects in the watercolor illusion
will next be discussed.

Spatial competition also clarifies the percept that emerges from Fig. 4. At the
bottom of the figure, the purple lines have greater contrast at their purple–gray and
purple–orange edges than does the orange–gray edge of the orange line. As a re-
sult, more orange color flows across the orange–gray edge inside the cross shapes.
At the top of the figure, by contrast, the orange lines have higher contrast at their
orange–black and orange–purple edges than does the purple–black edge of the pur-
ple line. As a result, more purple color flows across the purple–black edge into the
star shapes.

5.4. Cooperative Boundary Groupings Contain Color Spreading

The competition effect is not sufficient to explain all aspects of the watercolor il-
lusion. One basic additional property that must be explained is how the color that
spreads from spatially discrete or continuous inducers can be contained within pre-
scribed regions of space, whether the squares of Figs 1 and 2, or the cross and star
shapes of Fig. 4. For these examples of the watercolor illusion, continuous closed
boundaries exist whereby to contain the spreading color. For the amodal boundaries
that form behind the green region in Fig. 3(f), there are no corresponding bound-
aries within the images themselves. The brain creates these boundaries using the
process of perceptual grouping.

Perceptual grouping is the process whereby spatially distributed visual features
become linked into object boundary representations. Sometimes groupings com-
plete boundaries over positions that receive no contrastive inputs from an image or
scene, as in the case of illusory contours. Although illusory contours are familiar ex-
amples of perceptual grouping, grouping also binds together contiguous perceptual
boundary fragments, even complete straight lines that individually receive bottom-
up sensory inputs, as in Figs 1, 2 and 4.

Boundary completion, including illusory contour formation, was predicted by the
BCS to depend on a long-range oriented cooperation process whereby boundaries
could form across image locations that receive no bottom-up contrastive signals
(Grossberg, 1984; Grossberg and Mingolla, 1985). This cooperative process was
predicted to obey a bipole property whereby the cooperating cells could fire, even
if they received no direct bottom-up input, if they received (almost) colinear in-
puts with (almost) their preferred orientation from positions on both sides of their
receptive field. Since these original predictions were made, neurophysiological,
anatomical, developmental, and perceptual experiments have provided supportive
evidence, and it has been possible to interpret both the competitive and the co-
operative BCS mechanisms in terms of identified cells within the laminar circuits
of cortical areas V1 and V2. Several recent articles review how this LAMINART
model’s cooperative and competitive feedforward and feedback mechanisms can be
used to explain a large body of perceptual, anatomical, developmental and neuro-
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physiological data; e.g., Grossberg (2003), Grossberg and Seitz (2003), Grossberg
and Williamson (2001), and Raizada and Grossberg (2003).

For present purposes, the most important hypothesis is the following: The bi-
pole property is predicted to be realized by cells in layer 2/3 of cortical area V2
that interact together via long-range horizontal connections (Fig. 10(b) and 10(c)).
The spatial competition from layers 6 to 4 of V2 (Fig. 10(b) and 10(c)) directly
influences the input strengths from layer 4 that activate the long-range horizontal
connections in layer 2/3 of V2 that form perceptual boundaries. When the spatial
competition weakens the activities of layer 4 cells, the perceptual boundaries in
layer 2/3 that would otherwise form in response to these layer 4 inputs are cor-
respondingly weakened. These weakened boundaries generate weakened barriers
to filling-in within the filling-in domains of the surface cortical processing stream;
e.g., the thin stripes of cortical area V2 (V2 Monocular Surface in Fig. 9) and their
projections to V4 (V4 Binocular Surface in Fig. 9). As a result, discounted bottom-
up color signals to these filling-in domains can spread, or fill in, more easily across
these boundary positions.

5.5. Figure–Ground Separation in the Watercolor Illusion: Multiple-Scale
Boundary Webs in 3-D Surface Capture

Why do the regions that fill-in with watercolor look like volumetric figures, while
the regions abutting them look like holes, as in Figs 1–7? FACADE theory pro-
vides mechanistic neural explanations of this property of the watercolor illusion,
among others. FACADE theory was originally introduced to qualitatively explain
how the visual cortex generates 3-D percepts of objects separated in depth from
their backgrounds (Grossberg, 1987, 1994). It was further developed to quanti-
tatively explain and simulate many perceptual and neural data about 3-D vision,
including data about the functional role of identified cell types within the lami-
nar circuits of the visual cortex (Cao and Grossberg, 2005; Fang and Grossberg,
2009; Grossberg and Howe, 2003; Grossberg and McLoughlin, 1997; Grossberg
and Swaminathan, 2004). A major insight from FACADE theory, and one that is
particularly relevant to explaining properties of the watercolor illusion and percep-
tual wholeness, is how brain mechanisms that represent the 3-D world also respond
to 2-D images with 3-D percepts whose figures are separated in depth from their
backgrounds (Fang and Grossberg, 2009; Grossberg, 1997; Grossberg and Swami-
nathan, 2004; Grossberg and Yazdanbkhsh, 2005; Grossberg et al., 2007; Kelly and
Grossberg, 2000). These figure–ground mechanisms enable partially overlapping,
occluding, and occluded image parts to be separated and completed in depth, as
occurs in response to Figs 3(d)–(f) and 5–7.

In Fig. 1(a), for example, the watercolor illusion segregates the colored frame
in depth and gives it the appearance of a rounded figural surface. In Fig. 1(b), the
tilted square has this appearance. Several factors contribute to these percepts within
FACADE theory. One factor is that there are depth-specific and color-specific net-
works within the surface stream wherein filling-in occurs. These networks are called
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filling-in domains, or FIDOs. FACADE theory predicts how depth-selective bound-
aries can selectively capture lightness and color signals to fill in a surface within
a FIDO that represents the corresponding depth, but not at other depths. Surface
filling-in within a particular FIDO is seen at a prescribed relative depth from the
observer.

The determination of figure and background can be traced to how boundaries
interact with surface inducers to selectively fill in FIDOs that represent different
depths. In particular, when two colored lines of different contrast are contiguous,
as with the purple and orange lines in Fig. 1, then three parallel rows of boundaries
are generated at the white–purple, purple–orange, and orange–white edges. These
boundaries are of progressively decreasing boundary strength. Such an array gen-
erates a spatially sparse version of a boundary web, or spatial array of boundaries
that can restrict filling-in within relatively small surface regions. Earlier model-
ing studies predicted how a boundary web that is sensitive to a range of depths
can elicit a percept of a rounded surface in depth (Grossberg, 1987a, b; Grossberg
and Mingolla, 1987). This prediction was successfully tested in experiments us-
ing depth-from-texture images by Todd and Akerstrom (1987). In their data, the
worst correlation between human psychophysical judgments of 3D shape from tex-
ture and model predictions was 0.985. More recently, Grossberg et al. (2007) have
shown how multiple-scale boundary webs can quantitatively simulate both the data
and the 3-D percepts generated by the Todd and Akerstrom (1987) experimental
stimuli.

The main idea behind this predictive success can be summarized as follows,
before it is applied to explain watercolor effect figural properties. Consider a 2-D
shaded ellipse. How does such a 2-D image generate a percept of a 3-D curved
surface? The 2-D image activates multiple filters, each sensitive to a different range
of spatial scales (see the bottom-up pathways to layer 4 in Fig. 10(b) and 10(c)).
Other things being equal, larger filters need bigger inputs to fire than do smaller
filters. Likewise, larger filters can, other things being equal, binocularly fuse more
binocularly disparate images, representing closer objects, than can smaller filters.
Smaller filters can binocularly fuse only less binocularly disparate images and thus
farther objects. In addition, larger filters can respond to a wider range of disparities
than can smaller filters. As a result, an object at a given depth with respect to an
observer can initially be represented by multiple spatial scales.

These disparity-selective properties of multiple-scale filters often go under the
name of the size-disparity correlation (Julesz and Schumer, 1981; Richards and
Kaye, 1974; Schor and Tyler, 1981; Schor and Wood, 1983; Schor et al., 1984;
Tyler, 1975, 1983). How does the brain decide which combination of multiple-scale
filters will ultimately represent the depth of an object? The multiple-scale filters
input to grouping cells, via layer 4-to-2/3 connections in cortical area V2, which
use the cooperative and competitive interactions that are summarized above to select
and complete boundary representations that are sensitive to different depths. These
competitive interactions include the spatial competition that helps to explain how
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the watercolor effect occurs. The winning depth-selective boundaries selectively
capture color inputs at FIDOs that fill in the captured color at the corresponding
depth, while also bounding the regions within which the color can spread. If some
of these boundaries are weakened, as in the contrast-sensitive spatial competition
described above, then color can flow out of a region to the extent that the boundary
has been weakened.

Now consider how multiple scales may respond to a shaded ellipse. Other things
being equal, smaller scales can fire more easily nearer to the bounding edge of the
ellipse. As the spatial gradient of shading becomes more gradual with distance from
the bounding edge, it becomes harder for smaller scales to respond to this gradient.
Thus, other things being equal, larger scales tend to respond more as the distance
from the bounding edge increases. As a result, the regions nearer to the center of
the ellipse look closer owing to the size-disparity correlation.

A similar thing happens, albeit with a more spatially discrete filter input, in re-
sponse to a watercolor image such as the ones in Fig. 1. Here, just as in response
to a shaded ellipse, there is a spatial array of successively weaker filter responses
as the distance increases from the most contrastive edge of the display. These suc-
cessively weaker filter responses activate boundary and surface processes much as
one would expect from a spatially discrete version of a shaded ellipse, and these
processes can generate a rounded appearance using the same size-disparity cor-
relation mechanisms. A new property of the watercolor effect, which is due to
the discrete changes in successive boundary contrasts, is that the spatially disjoint
boundaries can weaken each other via spatial competition and thereby allow surface
color to spread within the depth-selective boundaries that are formed in response to
the multiple-scale filter responses. That is why the interior of the watercolor region
can look a little closer to the observer than the bounding edge. Because of this per-
ceived depth difference, a region suffused with the watercolor illusion can have a
stronger figural quality than one filled with a uniform color, which tends to look
flat, as in Fig. 3(d)–(f).

This combination of multiple-scale depth-selective cooperative–competitive
boundary formation and surface filling-in mechanisms together explains the main
properties seen in Fig. 2. As in the explanation of Fig. 1, the discrete boundary
web that is induced by the watercolor borders enables the abutting locations of
corresponding surfaces to fill in onto a nearer depth plane. By putting watercolor
inducers on opposite sides of each square and frame in Fig. 2, the relative strengths
of filling-in across each square or frame are weighed against the direct watercolor
boundary web effects near purple–orange lines. As can be seen in Fig. 2, the spread
of color can attenuate with distance from its inducers. When attention is focused
on a region near a purple–orange line pair, its spatially local watercolor effect wins
over color that has spread from a distant purple–orange line pair, so that the locally
filled-in surface is seen as a nearer figure, whereas the more distally and weakly
filled-in region is seen as a hole. More is said in Section 5.6 about how hole per-
cepts are perceived.
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A similar explanation clarifies how the percepts in Fig. 5 are created. As in
Fig. 4, the progression from a light gray to a black background changes the rel-
ative contrasts of the orange and purple lines relative to their backgrounds. As a
result, flipping orange and purple lines in front of the two different backgrounds
in Fig. 5(b) creates a consistent boundary web structure across the square and the
frame, one that favors figural status to the annulus between them, albeit induced on
the left by the spread of orange and on the right by the spread of purple. Keeping the
inducers consistent across the entire image in Fig. 5(a) causes a reversal in percept
from a figure on the left to a hole on the right. The transparency that is seen in this
percept is explained in Section 5.6 below.

5.6. Transparency in the Watercolor Illusion: T-junctions, End Gaps, Border
Ownership, Holes and Amodal Completion

Figure 3(a) illustrates how the watercolor effect can create transparent percepts.
In this transparent percept, the watercolor purple boundary intersects the vertical
boundary at T-junctions. The top of the T belongs to the purple boundary, while
its stem belongs to the occluded vertical boundary. In addition, the contrast of the
watercolor purple boundary is greater than that of the vertical boundary, thereby
creating a stronger boundary around the watercolor region. These two properties
are enough to initiate a figure–ground separation process whereby the watercolor
boundary can be seen in front of the vertical boundary.

This figure–ground separation process is initiated as follows, as illustrated in
Fig. 11. The main idea is that, although the brain is sensitive to T-junctions in im-
ages and scenes, it does not need explicit T-junction operators to respond to them.
Rather, basic properties of perceptual grouping via bipole cells already have this
sensitivity. In Fig. 11(a), a black horizontal bar replaces the purple line and a gray
vertical bar replaces the vertical line. The black bar forms a T-junction with the
gray bar (Fig. 11(b)). The top of the T belongs to the occluding black bar, while
the stem belongs to the occluded gray bar. Bipole long-range grouping (Fig. 11(c))
strengthens the horizontal boundary, while short-range competition weakens the
vertical boundary (Fig. 11(d)). This creates a break in the vertical boundary that is
called an end gap. End gaps enable the spread of color between the vertical gray
bar and its background, and thereby initiate the process of separating the occluding
black bar from the occluded gray bar in depth, leading to a percept in which the
black bar appears in a slightly nearer depth plane than the gray bar. In addition, the
shared boundary fragment between the black bar and the gray bar is captured by
the watercolor boundary in a process called ‘border ownership’ (Bregman, 1981;
Kanizsa, 1979; Nakayama et al., 1989), thereby freeing the partially occluded ver-
tical boundary from competition from the horizontal boundary, and enabling the
partially occluded vertical boundary to be amodally completed behind the water-
color boundary. Applying these concepts to the image in Fig. 3(a) clarifies how the
watercolor-inducing boundaries appear closer than the vertical boundary, and how
the vertical boundary is amodally completed behind them.
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Figure 11. (a) In this 2-D picture, a dark horizontal bar is perceived to be in front of a gray vertical
bar. (b) The local geometry of edges in the indicated area forms a T-junction. (c) In the form stream,
the bipole combination of long-range cooperation (indicated by the Fig. 8) and short-range inhibition
among nearby oriented units tuned to a variety of orientations (indicated by the circle) acts at the
T-junction. Only the horizontal unit is shown. (d) The result of the cooperative–competitive dynamics
in (c) is that the favored collinear structure of the horizontal edge wins at the top of the T, and a small
end gap is created at the top of the stem of the T. Due to the way in which this boundary interacts with
the surface formation stream, the top of the T is assigned to the Near depth, while the vertical segment
is assigned to the Far depth. (Reprinted with permission from Berzhanskaya, Grossberg and Mingolla
(2007).)

When the watercolor-inducing boundaries are segregated on a slightly nearer
boundary representation than the amodally completed vertical boundaries, then
each set of boundaries can activate surface filling-in within its respective depth-
selective FIDOs. The watercolor boundary web further increases the percept of a
depth separation. In the annular region between the two squares in Fig. 3(a), the or-
ange watercolor spreads from the watercolor boundaries in front of two gray colors,
which in turn spread from the vertical contrastive edge within their slightly farther
FIDO. Due to this simultaneous perception of filled-in surfaces at the same posi-
tions but different depths, a transparent percept is perceived. See Grossberg and
Yazdanbakhsh (2005) for quantitative explanations and simulations of unimodal
and bistable transparency percepts that use these mechanisms. Also see Dresp et
al. (2002) and Tse (2005) for experiments that support the FAÇADE prediction
(Grossberg, 1994, 1997) about how end gaps initiate the separation of figures in
depth.
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However, a different percept, that of a hole, is perceived within the inner square
of Fig. 3(a). This is because the boundaries of the purple and orange lines belong to
a nearer depth plane, and the filling in cannot cross the purple boundaries into the
inner square, or does it very little, when the orange–gray boundary contrast is much
weaker than that of the purple–gray boundary contrast. As a result, the inner square
is ‘empty’ at the nearer depth; that is, it is a ‘hole’.

These figure–ground mechanisms also clarify the percepts in Fig. 3(b)–(e).
Changing the contrast and color of the square does not alter the geometrical rela-
tionships that are defined by the T-junctions in these images. When the T-junctions
are most salient, they can trigger figure–ground separation using the bipole group-
ing properties that are summarized in Fig. 11. In Fig. 3(c) and 3(d), for example,
the T-junctions still help the watercolor frame to be represented on a nearer surface,
which becomes even nearer still due to the watercolor boundary web. This latter fac-
tor helps the watercolor frame to look closer than the uniformly gray square, which
thus continues to look like a hole relative to the watercolor frame, even though it
appears in front of the vertical line that is amodally completed behind it. When
the dark gray square is replaced by the green square in Fig. 3(e), a similar percept
occurs.

Percepts of the inner square filled with dark gray (Fig. 3(d)) or green (Fig. 3(e)),
however, bring into play other factors that can compete with the depth-separating
boundary induction at the T-junctions. In particular, cooperative as well as compet-
itive interactions between boundary geometry and contrast can reverse a relative
depth percept (e.g., Dresp et al., 2002; Grossberg, 1997, Fig. 4). Consider, for ex-
ample, the black and gray rectangles in Fig. 11(a). Here boundary geometry and
surface contrast factors cooperate to cause the long horizontal boundaries of the
black rectangle to ‘belong’ to the black rectangle, and thus to be represented on
a nearer depth plane than the partially occluded gray rectangle. In this case, bi-
pole grouping cells can form stronger horizontal than vertical boundaries where the
black and gray regions intersect. This is partly because, due to the T-junction geom-
etry, the bipole cells that form the horizontal black boundaries get more geometrical
support, where they intersect the vertical gray boundaries, than do the bipole cells
that form the vertical gray boundaries themselves, which get most of their support
from only one side. In addition to this geometrical factor, the contrast of the hori-
zontal black–white boundary is greater than the contrast of the vertical gray–white
boundary. Thus geometry and contrast both favor the horizontal boundary grouping
in this case.

However, if the horizontal rectangle is light gray and the two vertical bars are
black, then geometry and contrast compete against each other. As the luminance
of the horizontal rectangle approaches that of the background, two black bars will
be perceived in front of a uniform background, thereby reversing the relative depth
percept.

In Fig. 3(d) and 3(e), the relative contrast of the purple–orange boundary can still
be larger than that of the purple–gray or purple–green boundaries, thus still push-
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ing the inner square into a hole percept. However, focusing attention on the inner
dark gray or green squares, by increasing their relative effective contrast (Fazl et
al., 2009), can more easily enable them to be perceived as a figure that partially
occludes the amodally completed vertical line. In addition, because green is rep-
resented on its own color-selective FIDO (Grossberg, 1994), that factor can also
facilitate perceiving it as a ‘figure’ on the corresponding surface representation.

5.7. Stratification and Viewpoint-Dependence in the Watercolor Illusion

Figure 3(f) exploits the same mechanisms for amodal completion to generate an
interesting variation in which the green square is seen in front of the oblique red
bar. This figure also illustrates how spatial attention shifts can, by selectively am-
plifying T-junction or watercolor-inducing cues, lead to different percepts. Several
recent modelling articles (e.g., Fazl et al., 2009; Grossberg and Swaminathan, 2004;
Grossberg and Yazdanbakhsh, 2005) explain and simulate how spatial attention can
amplify both surface and boundary representations, and thereby shift the attended
features into figures seen on a nearer depth plane.

When spatial attention is drawn to the T-junctions between the green square and
the oblique red bar, the bipole depth-separation effect in Fig. 11(f) may be ampli-
fied and can become rate-limiting in making the green square look like a figure in
front of the bar. In particular, the T-top of the square boundary activates cooper-
ative bipole cells that have a grouping advantage over the T-stem boundaries that
are activated by the red bar. The bar may then be seen behind the inner boundary
of the watercolor region. When the eyes shift their gaze to the watercolor-inducing
contours that surround the green square, however, then spatial attention amplifies
those factors, so that the boundary web effects may become rate-limiting and lift
the watercolor frame in front of the green square, which can then be perceived as a
hole.

Paradoxically, the red bar also crosses in front of the watercolor region outer
boundary at the upper right of the image. Its cooperative bipole cells therefore
have the advantage there over those of the watercolor outer boundary. However,
if one focuses attention on the watercolor-inducing boundaries, so that the square
surface appears to be a hole within the watercolor surface, then the red bar can ap-
pear to be closer than the outer boundary of the watercolor region, yet farther than
the watercolor region where it is occluded by, and therefore farther away, than the
green square hole in the watercolor surface. This percept is a watercolor version of
Kanizsa stratification, wherein also boundaries are perceived to be interleaved in
depth due to similar grouping constraints (Grossberg, 1997; Kanizsa, 1985; Kelly
and Grossberg, 2000). The watercolor illusion adds the nice additional feature of in-
cluding a percept of transparency, albeit a paradoxical, view-dependent, one which
dissolves when one’s gaze runs along each red bar.

The percepts induced by Fig. 6(a) and 6(b) have a similar explanation, with the
additional feature that the T-junctions where the green vertical lines abut the wa-
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tercolor inducers push the watercolor and hole percepts behind the depth plane at
which the vertical green lines are perceived.

5.8. Wholeness, Complementary Consistency and Resonance

At least two distinct types of system-wide processes are predicted by the FA-
CADE model to contribute to percepts of ‘wholeness’. One concerns the property
of ‘complementary consistency’ that was mentioned above. This property arises
when feedback between the boundary and surface streams selects a consistent set
of boundaries and surfaces that will be experienced as a unified percept. Feedback
pathways between V1 boundaries and surfaces, and between V2 boundaries and
surfaces, are shown in Fig. 9. An analysis of how these feedback processes work
goes beyond the scope of the current work, although the feedback from V2 sur-
faces (V2 Monocular Surfaces in Fig. 9) to V2 boundaries (V2 Layer 2/3 Binocular
Boundaries in Fig. 9) has already been used to explain how figure–ground separa-
tion is initiated, notably how boundaries of opaque occluding surfaces ‘belong’ to
them and are perceived in front of the boundaries of the surfaces that they partially
occlude. Functional roles of these feedback pathways and computer simulations
that explain 3-D figure–ground percepts are found in several articles; e.g., Cao and
Grossberg (2005), Fang and Grossberg (2009), Grossberg (1994, 1997), Kelly and
Grossberg (2000).

Boundary–surface feedback generates a binding, or resonant, event through hor-
izontal, or inter-stream, interactions across a similar level of cortical organization;
e.g., within V1 or V2. A second type of system-wide feedback event that supports
perceptual wholeness is a coordinated set of bottom-up/top-down resonances be-
tween multiple stages of the visual cortex and higher-level cortices, such as parietal
cortex in the Where stream, and interotemporal cortex in the What stream. In partic-
ular, a surface–shroud resonance binds surface properties, say in cortical area V4, to
a form-fitting distribution of spatial attention, say in posterior parietal cortex (Fazl
et al., 2009; Grossberg, 2009). Said intuitively, this resonance completes a surface
representation and makes it coherent. This resonance focuses spatial attention upon
an object surface. Such a surface–shroud resonance may be a necessary condition
for consciously perceiving modal, or visible, surface percepts, and its absence may
be one factor that contributes to the clinical condition of parietal neglect: see Fazl
et al. (2009), Grossberg (2009), and Section 5.9 for further discussion.

A related kind of bottom-up/top-down resonance is a feature-prototype reso-
nance that binds together distributed features in an object’s prototype, say in V2
or V4, with the object category that links the features together, say in inferotem-
poral cortex. This kind of resonance focuses prototype (object) attention upon the
attended features in an object.

Both types of resonances are linked in multiple ways. One key way is the
boundary–surface resonance that achieves complementary consistency. As a result
of such linkage, the entire visual system can resonate synchronously to create per-
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ceptual ‘wholeness’ and to thereby organize percepts of the paintings displayed in
Fig. 8.

5.9. Watercolor Illusion During Motion

The percepts arising from inspection of Fig. 7 share much in common with those
which arise from inspection of Fig. 5. In addition, the motion of the percept in-
creases the unity of the percept within the entire watercolor contour, even if the
relative contrast strengths of the orange–purple lines reverse as the figure moves
from a white background to a black one, or conversely. The main new feature to
explain is this persistence of a unitary percept and its resistance to change.

At least two factors contribute to this effect. The first factor concerns how any
moving object attracts automatic attention due to the transients that it creates in a
scene. Many psychophysicists have documented these effects, including Cavanagh
et al. (2001), Pylyshyn and Storm (1988), and Yantis (1992) and neural models
of motion perception explain how this may happen (Berzhanskaya et al., 2007;
Chey et al., 1997; Grossberg et al., 2001). These transients help to activate spatial
attention regions such as posterior parietal cortex via the cortical Where process-
ing stream through cortical areas V1, MT and MST. In parallel, parietal spatial
representations also get activated by the moving surface representations that are
computed in the cortical What processing stream through cortical areas V1, V2 and
V4. The activated parietal region sends depth-selective positive feedback signals to
its generative surface representation in V4. This positive feedback cycles between
the surface and spatial attention regions to generate a form-fitting locus of spatial
attention, also called an attentional shroud (Tyler and Kontsevich, 1995) in the pari-
etal cortex that is bound to its surface representation (Fazl et al., 2009). As noted
in Section 5.8, this bound state is called a surface–shroud resonance. Because of
this positive feedback loop, a surface–shroud resonance has properties of persis-
tence that enable a representation to resist momentary changes in input conditions.
Because of the depth-selectivity of a surface–shroud resonance, it will tend to pre-
serve the relative figure and hole relationships that existed when the surface–shroud
resonance is initiated.

Fazl et al. (2009) have predicted that such a surface–shroud resonance plays a
key role in enabling the brain to associate different view categories of an object to
an emerging view-invariant object category, as the object moves with respect to an
observer. It remains to be seen if watercolor illusion demonstrations can be used to
further test this prediction.
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